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During this troubling time, Holt ladies have resolved to use their time as productively as possible.  All 

activities and meetings are postponed, but that does not mean members are idle. Our inspirational 

Secretary has initiated a project to which we all contribute: a monthly newsletter, compiled and 

disseminated by email.  

Our president opened the newsletter sending good wishes to us all, and especially those who 

would be celebrating birthdays this month and those suffering from unrelated illnesses. She 

started off the process of explaining how she is passing the time: knitting Angels.  Yes, 

knitting Angels.  For the festive season this year, St Nicholas Church, Warndon, will be 

Angel Bombing the surrounding area with Angels, decorated with a Christmas message. 

Most of our members contributed to the newsletter and related a vast range of activities. 

Some are volunteering to help the community, as far as they can, from their own homes.  Our 

Secretary is among others working with the Parish Council Holt Village Helpline, where 

volunteers help those isolated. As might be anticipated, the warm Spring weather has 

encouraged much pruning, planting and patio cleaning. One member commented that the 

main purpose of cleaning the patio was to sit on it in the sun and dream of a nice sunny 

beach! Other members are busy planting salad supplies for the summer and testing out plants 

they have not tried before. 

On the craft front, we have patchwork and much knitting, including a totally craft-phobic 

lady, who has already finished a baby blanket for an expectant relative.  Crosswords, puzzles, 

jigsaws and a Scrabble tournament are occupying others, whilst literary endeavours include 

learning a poem a day and one ex-English teacher who is teaching her American 

grandchildren online. She commented that this is not as easy as it sounds because their 

assorted ages (thirteen, ten and eight) means that she can’t do the same thing with each one; 

then the American education system is totally different to ours; then of course there is the 

spelling problem – they just have to agree to differ; then they are in complete lockdown in 

Seattle, with two parents frantically working from home and two dogs that soooo need a 

walk!  We know she’s not really complaining because she is missing the three English 

grandchildren she normally looks after two days a week. 

Book club is continuing, albeit through email.  We still read the designated book, then share 

our thoughts online.  We are hopeful that the extra time for reading will mean more members 

will join us online.  Hopefully, the next book, The Silversmith’s Daughter by Annie Murray 

will be as warmly received as the last one, Cloud Mountain by Aimee Liu.  Then in May, we 

are embarking on David Attenborough’s A Life on Air and in June The Muse by Jessie 

Burton. 

And of course, we are all keeping fit.  Sessions with Rosemary Conley in the living room, 

mowing the lawn, walking the dog, or just walking, we are getting our daily dose! Maybe, 

when this is all over, we are going to be fitter than when we started, especially now that the 

rain has finally stopped. Finally, a word from our Secretary. 

Now can I invite you all to join in a Coffee Morning on Easter Sunday at 10.30am Make a 

cup of Coffee, relax, and think about all the friends you have made at W.I. Take a selfie of 

yourself and send to me by e mail.(there is a challenge for you) 



 

 


